CHESAPEAKE CITY HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
MEETING AGENDA FOR JUNE 28, 2011

6:30 pm

PRESENT: ___________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

ABSENT: ___________________________________________

Minutes of May 24th meeting: approve (yes) (no)
Motion by: ______________________ 2nd by: ______________________

Discussion on Comprehensive Development Ordinance as it relates to the Historic Area District.

Applications for Action:

File No.   FAC062011
Location:   108 Third Street
Applicant:  Yacht Club
Owner:      Phoenix Two LLC
Tax Map:    200 Parcel: 97 Zoned: VC Critical Area:IDA
             - paint the metal awning black
             - paint the shutters black

Approved:  (yes) (no)   Motion by: __________ 2nd by: __________
Condition

File No.   FAC062111
Location:   310 George Street
Applicant:  Douglas Bogan
Owner:      Augustine Parish
Tax Map:    200 Parcel: 339 Zoned: VC Critical Area:IDA
             - relocating a sign
             - refurbishing a bell
             - and building a stand and landscaping

Approved:  (yes) (no)   Motion by: __________ 2nd by: __________
Condition

Meeting adjourned    Motion by: __________ 2nd by: __________